Targeted? Being hit with DEWS, Neurotech, Community Policing
aka “Gangstalking,” Vandalism, Mobbing, Blacklisting, LifeTakedown, Psych Misdiagnoses?
Targeting with DEWs and Neurotech is PHYSICAL ASSAULT AND BATTERY.
RECORD THE CRIME:
Name:
Country of Birth, Country of Citizenship, Country of Domicile:
City, County, State where you live:
Age and gender:
Profession or Occupation At time of Targeting Onset:
Onset of Targeting: Briefly explain in 2-3 sentences when this started happening.
Number of Years Experienced: Just note the number of years or months you have been targeted.
Weaponized Nature of Targeting: What weapons exactly are you being hit with? Microwave weapons,
sonic/acoustic weapons, frequency weapons, Neurotech, Synthetic Telepathy, V2K? (One sentence, list all.)
Manner of Targeting: 24/7 or occasional? Amped up at certain times? (One sentence.)
Specific Extreme Assault suffered: Mention specific occasions of extreme assault, with approximate details on
date, place, situation. (1-3 sentences)
Mechanisms Used in Targeting: What have you witnessed and experienced—drones, helicopters, satellites,
planes, portable weapons, hit from cars, neighbors' houses, antennas, celltowers,zooming cars in
neighborhood,parked cars? (One to 2 sentences)
Health Damage due to Targeting Assault:(1-2 sentences)
False Psych Diagnoses: Explain how this happened. (1-3 sentences)
Life Damage due to Targeting, Blacklisting, Employment Effects: Explain what you have experienced, (1-3
sentences)
Any family members effected?: (1 sentence)
Reputation Damage due to targeting: Explain local, employment, professional damage due to lies, false
claims, smears, rumors, slander campaigns
Efforts made to contact local authorities or anyone else and complain, question, do FOIA requests: (1-3
sentences). Name all Congresspeople, govt, ACLU, FBI, police, etc. you have contacted.
Neighbors and others involved: Mention names and addresses of neighbors involved, whom you have
witnessed or experienced being assaulted by.
Covertly Implanted?: Please address, Yes or No,and any details, how many implants, etc.--microtech and
nanotech both, 1-2 sentences, and how you know this (if scanned, RFID bug detector used etc)
Evidence Collected: Briefly mention what evidence you have collected—photos, film, X-rays, etc.
Online Presence: Please post link to website, Youtube or other channel where you post evidence or present
information if you do.
Your current situation: 1-2 sentences
What you have lost: 1-2 sentences
What kind of scanning, medical help, rehabilitation you need: 1 sentence

Please limit responses and make this a 1-pager or 1.5 pager max, not a long narrative with details.
These responses will be compiled and presented in a Collective Targeting Record document to be
presented to a select group of leaders working to restore harmony in the USA and Earth; this
information will be used also in the Summary Investigative Report on DEW/Neurotech Targeting being
produced by independent investigative journalist Ramola D at The Everyday Concerned Citizen as a
culmination of 8 years of independent investigative journalism—and 8 years of experienced assault and
battery herself--on this subject.

